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Grace. Charm. The everyday magic of everyday life. Welcome to Clementine, North Carolina, where the
mysteries of love, loss and friendship bloom with quiet wisdom.

Sarah Addison Allen, the New York Times best-selling author of Garden Spells and Sugar Queen, brings her
wise and magical storytelling to a novellas about life in a small North Carolina town.
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From Reader Review In My Dreams for online ebook

Debbie says

A series of short stories about the small town of Clementine. Following mostly the family of Louise, her
mother and her great Aunt Sophie. Some of the stories that revolve around Louise show how she is faced
with the death of her father, the re-marriage of her mother, and then there are stories about life in the small
town - like Aunt Sophie and her friends just chatting at the salon.

A very cute compilation of short stories. I got this as an audio book from Audible and the short stories were
the perfect quick fix for something to listen to at random times. After enjoying both Garden Spells and Sugar
Queen, this was a fun addition

Leesgoodfood says

Read this as part of another collection, Firefly Dance.

Sharon says

This is by far not one of Sarah Addison Allen's best works.

Kate says

The stories were good, but I wish I'd read it rather than listened to the audio. The narrator did not work for
me.

Tory says

rather than try putting books in a 'not interested' folder, I'm going to claim I read them and give a low rating.
Putting in not interested, the algorithm seems to think I like the book.

Jill says

I think this is now only available as Firefly Dance, a book of four short stories each written by a different
author.



KB says

A quirky novella that makes huge leaps through the main character's life with no real seeming purpose than
to illustrate vignettes of her life. Does not live up to the expectations of The Girl Who Chased the Moon or
especially Garden Spells.

Jill says

Umm well, that was odd to say the least...Definitly not my favorite and it was very short! The timeline was a
bit confusing as well. I hope she writes something new soon, I can't wait for another one like Garden Spells!

Heather Rose says

I will try this again in writing... The reader was awful..which is cheating the author. To not being insulting to
the voice talent chosen i will not describe what i imagine her to look like. Just nothing like the narrative....

Debi says

This one is a a Novella in Audiobook. I could only get it in audiobook. I areally enjoyed it a lot. But now as
good as her other 3 books but it is worth the listen. I highly recommend it!!

Patricia says

recommended by Sharon N.

JayeL says

I didn't like this novella as much as I liked The Girl who Chased the Moon, The Peach Keepers or Garden
Spells. This series of short stories was well written, but didn't have the subtle tinge of magic that made the
other books stick with me. I don't think there was enough of the characters either.


